This paper is intended to be a brief survey of some of those structures which are postulated to exist in certain polymers and a discussion of the experimental evidence which supports these postulates. In this respect, I take the liberty of selecting the structures for discussion according to my own preferences; this means that possibly few in this honoured audience will agree that the list is exhaustive, or that I have chosen the most important structures, or that you in this audience will agree with my evaluation of what consists of acceptable experimental evidence. The survey should, I hope, be a proper basis for a valuable discussion on the subject, here or elsewhere.
I begin by excluding certain specific structures for which, in my opinion, there is incontrovertible experimental evidence. For example, the evidence for crosslinking derived from the chemistry of unsaturation, and by the use of peroxides and other such reactants on model compounds, has completely determined and absolutely justified the existence of crosslinked structures. The X-ray studies by Bunn [1] and by others on polyethylene have shown, once and for all time, that crystallite formations do exist in this polymer and that its properties are to a large extent the results of their size and distribution. However, some may state that the fine structure of the lamellae formed, in particular the chain-folding claimed on the basis of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAX) remains to be confirmed using more reliable techniques.
Other structural postulates are to a greater or lesser extent more doubtful. At one end of the scale, for example, we have the interpretation of the effects of alternating hard and soft sectors in block polymers, almost certainly explained as a result of studies on simple diblock copolymers of very definite chemistry. The only doubt remaining in this case is in the effect of K 281 the formation of crystallites of hard sections along and between chains. That these crystallites are formed is certain, but I do not know of any experimental work which has established a model for their effect on the mechanical behaviour of the block copolymers.
At the other end of the scale we find structures which have been postulated on the basis of observed mechanical behaviour but for which there is little if any direct evidence from basic chemical or physical studies, as opposed to circumstantial evidence. I refer to such structures as entanglements, catenates, reptating units and saltating bonds. Although the concept of free volume is very well-established, I do not know of any hard experimental evidence for its existence. I will not discuss the latter, except to state here that I am of the opinion that all evidence for the existence of free volume is circumstantial, but indeed very strong. In any court of law, it would certainly result in a unanimous verdict of "guilty" or "innocent" as the case may be, depending on what you would call its existence. Nevertheless, the evidence is never more than circumstantial.
Entanglements are a well accepted concept in polymer science. They were proposed in the first instance to explain away otherwise unexplainable observations, or better said, deviations from the statistical theory of rubber elasticity based on the recognition by Meyer, von Susich and Valko The earlier theory ascribed the elasticity of a polymeric mass to the additive effect of single polymeric molecules anchored at certain points, these moving in an affine manner. While this was capable of giving a gross explanation of behaviour, it very quickly transpired that the theory was too primitive to be able to explain the finer details of polymeric behaviour.
The network described by the primitive theory mentioned has more recently been incorporated in the latest reformulation in which it has been renamed as "phantom network". The elasticity of the real network is said to be that of the phantom network modified by the very substantial spacefilling characteristics of other chains and junctions, and the inability of real network chains to transect each other. These are viewed as "entanglements", and I find it proper to quote Flory and Erman [6] in this connection.
"... it should be noted that we employ the term ~,entanglement~< to denote diffuse interspersion of chains and junctions in ways that render them inseperable. This view contrasts with the more conventional one of discrete entanglements consisting of welldefined loops of one chain about another. These latter are supposed to act as crosslinkages between specific chains thus intertwined." The conventional view referred to has thus been eloquently refuted.
Thus we have at our disposal a model which will explain and interpret the most accurate observations carried out on the elasticity of swollen networks. Nevertheless, the necessity for swelling before "reliable" observations are made only removes or minimizes the effects of these entanglements, without telling us what they really are or why they act as they do. An attempt to do so was first formulated by de Gennes [7] , and elaborated by Doi and Edwards [8] , and by Greassley [9] among others. A process called "reptation", closely allied to diffusion, is invoked which allows macromolecules to travel along tubes formed in the mass around them. This is a mechanical concept of a probabilistic, not deterministic, nature. This, however involves molecules not linked to the rest of the network and does not therefore play a part in the asymptotic behaviour of the mass.
I wish to diverge for a few moments from this survey to address a question of philosophy: We are faced with theories which, under varying circumstances and provided proper conditions are imposed, can explain two different but closely related sets of phenomena in the same material. Can they be put together into one coherent theory capable of being experimentally tested? By this phrase, I wish to insist on experiments which measure behaviour unrelated to stress strain and swelling on the one hand or diffusion on the other. Now, it should be noted that while the phantom network is a mathematical and thermodynamic concept, it is used together with the concept of entanglements in defining the elastic free energy. Mechanically speaking, the two cannot coexist because, while the real network chains cannot mutually transect, those of the phantom network do. We are therefore in the difficult situation that we are dealing with a model with incompatible parts, and though it seems to work, in my view it is simply not good enough, although certainly better than nothing at all.
In 1927, Einstein enunciated a principle stating that "...it is the theory which decides what we can observe." Apart from the suspicion of experiment which characterized some of Einstein's thinking, there is something very important for us in this statement. We must develop our theories so that we can use experimental techniques available, or else we must devote our energies to devising (?) such techniques as may help to explain phenomena: it works both ways. In the next lecture we hope to hear how SANS of marked chains in unmarked polymers has helped to determine which model is most appropriate to describe the model for the deformation of a network.
The motion that a reptating unit is actually performing is not quite clear. Measurements of diffusion and of mechanical dynamic properties results in concepts, in one paragraph of a recent paper [10] such as "tube formation", "step length of reptative motion", "dynamics of tube length fluctuations", and "chain slippage through entanglement links". These are set in opposition to "an assumption of enhanced chain-end mobility" of another model. You will, I believe, agree with me that this view want considerable tidying up, but requires much more experimental evidence than heretofore presented before it can be accepted as a "way of life" of polymer behaviour. I am neither a chemist nor a physicist, but I am certain that techniques are available today which would make it possible to investigate reptation. I am thinking, perhaps mistakenly, of a sufficiently long linear polymer capped with labelled compounds moving through the same unlabelled polymer, their motion followed by a suitable grating. Perhaps, though, this suggestion is rather naive. Apart from SANS, we also have techniques such as positron emission tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, and we are all waiting to know how these can resolve some of the problems.
Catenates already referred to another one of these nice concepts. Napoleon is said to have admonished his general never to form a picture, yet the picture of a catenate or an "olympic polymer" is to me, at least quite appealing. We are aware of the fact that cycliza-
